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It has been hypothesized that variable stars may experlenoe mass

loss, drlvm, n+. least in part, by osoillatlons [1]. The olass of

stars we are discussing here are the d Souti variables. These are

variable stars with masses between about 1.2 and 2.25 H , lying on
e

or very near the main sequenoe. Aooording to this theory, high

rotation rates enhanoe the rate of mass loss, so main sequmoe stars

born in this mass range would have ● range Of was 10IM rates,

depending on their initial rotation velooity and the amplitude of

the oaolllatlona, The stars would evolve rapidly down the main se-

quenoe until (at about 1.25 P! ) a aurfaoe oonveotion zone began to
0

form. The presenoe of this convective region would U1OW the rota-

tion, per?ape allowlng magnetio braking to ooour, and thus sharply

reduoe the mass loss rate.

U) have oonstruoted models and evolved them to

mass radius and luminosity, at approximately the

reproduoe the sun’s

Fame time as the



standard age [2]. Our best fit was derived with models with an

initial mass of 2.0 M , and an initial helium abundance of Y= 0.20
e

-8
to 0.22. Initial mass loss rates were on the order of 10 Fle/yr,

8
decreasing exponentially with an e-folding time of about 2 x 10
years.

\
‘L

The basio struoture of our models was similar to the standard model.

However, in our models the core is somewhat hotter and denser and

therefore more of the hydrogen has been exhausted. This results in

a total lifetime for our models of about 10 percent less than for

the standard model. Because of the oore conditions, the neutrino

flux ia also slightly higher than in the standard model. The depth

of the convection zones in our models in somewhat deeper than in the

standard models (approximately 0.25 R oompared to 0.20 R ). This
e e

struccure should result in improved agreement over the standard

model of the solar oscillation speotrum with observations. A

detailed study of solar oaoillations and oaloulations of the p-mode

speotrum for our models are planned [3].

Another oonsequenoe o? the deeper aonveotion zone 18 that the tem-

perature at the base of the zone is hot enough so that all of the

7
L1 in the surfaoe layers will be de8trGyed. Therefore the observed
lithium in the adar atmosphere oannot be primordial and must have

been created by some other meohaniam. We believe that it is ener-

getically feasible for solar flare and ooronal apallation to aooount

7 9
for thu observed abundances of [,1 und Be in the sun and main se-
quenoe A-F stare, and work ifi now underway on the details of the

prooesa and the resulting abundanoe~, [4].

The luminosity history of these mod~ls 1s obviously quite different

from the standard models. Instead of gradually increasing over bil-

llons of years, the luminosity starts out muoh higher and drops



rapidly to about the current solar luminosity. This will obviously

have considerable effects on the early solar system [5]. The “faint

early sun paradox”,

earth, 9ugge3t a

models also provide

Venus, since the

larger in the early

found in the planet

where many solar sy~tem bodies including the

more luminous sun in the past, is solved. These

an explanation for the gravitational locking of

gravitational tidal forces would have been ❑uch

epochs of the solar system. The large core

Mercury can also be explained by the presence of

the much higher solar flux in the past, boiling off a large percent-

age of the planet’s mantle. This provides a good constraint on the

2 H initial mass, because if the sun were initially ❑uch more mas-
0

sive, the entire planet

significantly less luminous

❑uch of 14ercury’s mantle.

would have been boiled away$ and a

early sun would not have atrlpped off aa

This work has many interesting implioationa not only for the solar

system but for the galaxy 8s well. Heoent determinations of Lhe

IMF have suggested that their may be a ‘bump” at about 1 M~ [61.

Observations of clusters and binary stars reveal a paucity of stars

botueen 1.2 and 2.3 M , cioinoidlng with the 6 Scuti lnatabiltty
o

region, and a definite gap at 2.0 to 2.3 K (see [7] and refsrenees
0

therein). These observations are nioely explained if some stars

fcmad with masses o!’ 2 to 2.5 1+ evolve down the main sequenoe un-
0

til formtlon of a oonveotive surfaoe layer effectively halts the

mass 10ss.

Another oonsequenoe of this behavior is that the ages of’ tne oldest

olusters in the galaxy oannot be aoouratel.y determined from the

oluster turnoff mass. An intrinsio uncertainty is introduced if

stars evolve down the

do not necessarily have

younger than the age

lead us to believe.

main sequenoe sinoe stars with the same mass

the game age. The universe may well be

determination based on the oldest olusters
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